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I is a list of private information.
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First, I don’t provide this information to insurance companies, state governments selling drivers license investments could be sold to retailers or anyone.

Second, self-interest does not come into play. Government agencies are not concerned that we will take my business elsewhere. The agencies act impersonally, I, and other citizens, are still compelled to deal with them. Simply hope that the government employees who have access to my personal information will act ethically.

Given the strong feelings over invasion of privacy, it is understandable that other important concerns relating to the distribution of a list of government records have been relegated to the background. Nevertheless, of some these issues deserve attention. Chief among these should be the concern for the privacy of all citizens.

Most used in such cases live in a world where personal information is collected and used. Consider online retailing. When you purchase a book from a store, the company collects various pieces of personal information: my name, address, phone number, and credit card number. Perhaps my pattern of purchases is so revealing that it may be my buying preferences.

I realize that Amazon will use the information to make me offers. They regularly receive email messages from them. When I visit the Amazon site, I am prompted to look for specific merchandise the retailer believes that I will be interested in. I receive my personal information voluntarily. The reason I do so is that Amazon is in the best interest of the retailer to exercise some restraint in the amount of personal information Amazon abuses my personal information.

I must be careful in the willingness to provide personal information to entities that may want to collect, sell, or distribute my personal information. The data on my personal information is worthless, but the information gathered from these sites is valuable to a company.

---
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